PRESS INFO: 21 May 2015

Mountains of Fun on an Erna Low Summer Alpine Holiday!
Erna Low offer summer holidays to some of the most popular mountain villages in the
French Alps.
Enjoy the spectacular scenery in Chamonix where you can join the hikers, runners
and bikers in as much outdoor sport as you prefer, or head to the smaller village of
Arc 1950 where summer can be more restful using the pools and spas and valley
rivers or head in to the mountains for quiet walks and picnics whilst enjoying the
weekly family festivals.
On a holiday in Arc 1950 you will be right in the mountains, with views across the Tarentaise valley to
Mont Blanc. Hiking and biking are on your doorstep for older kids or take them rafting down the valley
in Bourg St Maurice along the Isere river. Younger children will enjoy the weekly themed family
Wednesday events with arts and crafts stands, local cultural displays and fireworks at the end of the
evening. The free indoor/outdoor pool and spa at ‘Le Village’ is popular. There is a crèche for little
ones (9mnths-3yrs) and children’s club for 3-13yr olds.
Offer*: Erna Low has 7 nights at the Premium Residence Le Village Arc 1950 from £320 apartment
£80pp) departs 22nd August 2015. (4 sharing).
Morzine is one of the few Alpine villages that is as buzzy in summer as it is in winter. Approximately
an hour’s drive from Geneva in the Portes du Soleil region, there is no end of activities to choose from
in summer. Choose from summer sledging, ice skating, outdoor and indoor swimming pools, rafting,
tennis, horse riding and biking or visit Avoriaz to play in their fabulous waterpark, Aquariaz. All the
L’Aiglon apartments have use of a luxury spa for adult chill-out time. Morzine has a lovely mountaintown feel with plenty on offer for a family looking for an ‘active’ holiday in the mountains. The Portes
du Soleil MultiPass card gives access to more than 50 activities.
Offer*: Erna Low has 7 nights at the L’Aiglon de Morzine from £654 per apartment (£163.50pp) for all
peak weeks (4 sharing).
Chamonix, at the foot of the 4807m high Mont Blanc, is a bustling and cosmopolitan town. Steeped in
Alpine history, the resort has attracted mountaineers for over two centuries, skiers since 1893, and is
generally regarded as being the world capital of Alpinism. With 350km of walking area in the
Chamonix valley, there is plenty of hiking, rock and glacier climbing for those more serious of
hikers! The Ginabelle Residence’s Spa offers a private indoor heated swimming pool, cardio-training,
sauna and steam room for post-activity relaxation.
Offer*: Erna Low has 7 nights at the Ginabelle Residence from £1347 per apartment (£224.50pp) for
departs 1st August 2015 (6 sharing, Cristal d’Argentiere apartment in Argentiere from £558)
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